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ABOUT THE PROJECT

Recently, we have been witnessing polarisation of societies based on

constant news and information on conflicts, protests, threats and

problems. Young people are growing up into being adults who fear

the unknown and radicalise themselves within their own peer groups.

We see a need to break this pattern and bring a new approach that

fosters compassion and mutual understanding, as the opposite to

radicalisation of youth. 

For this, a new communication language is needed in order to be able

to create authentic connections in a space accepting and open to

diversity of opinions. We consider nonviolent communication (NVC)

as a unique approach that is very much needed in all levels of our

society and communities, especially among people who work with

the youth. This is why we are creating this training, with the intention

to offer theory, tools and practice that are transferable to the youth

workers´ everyday work and will contribute to building peaceful

communities that are functioning based on trust and mutual

understanding.



ABOUT NONVIOLENT COMMUNICATION

Nonviolent communication is an approach developed by Marshall

Rosenberg in 1960s,  which has become internationally used as a tool

for de-escalation of tensions and conflicts between groups and

individuals and as an agent of social change through empathy and

compassion towards others. 

Centre of the NVC theory is the need-based approach: Needs are

universal, far from opinions and ideologies and thanks to them people

can understand and relate to needs of others. If we are able to

recognize needs and feeling of others, it becomes possible for us to

empathise with them and create connections and understanding, even

if our opinions might differ and clash. 

This approach is systematized, put into exercices and trained in

different contexts and groups, being used as a powerful tool for

building understanding and respect among individuals and groups,

bringing together different cultures and creating space that is

supporting peace.



PROJECT PHASES
1.Preparation (January - March 2022)
Selection of participants, connecting with your national team, learning goals, planning
within national groups. 

2. Activity (18th - 27th March 2022)
8 days of the training in the Czech Republic 

3. Implementation and follow up (April - May 2022)
 Each participant implements their learning on the local level - organises a follow up
activity + shares outcomes of it, within 2 months after the training

4. Evaluation and closing (May - June 2022)
 Online evaluation of impact of the training, 2 months after the training

If you decide to apply for this training, bear in mind that
you are committing yourself to all phases of this project. 



METHODS USED IN THE TRAINING
The training is designed in an interactive and experiential way,
aiming on offering a lot of practice in various contexts and settings. 

Dyads: Practice in duos, where people use the given time for sharing
answers to a given question, while the other person is practicing active
listening and creating emphatic space

Role plays: One of basic tools of NVC, allowing participants to step into a
role of somebody else and practice different styles communication directly

Discussions: Open discussion on given theoretical concepts are there to
provide space for participants to bring their own context and opinions

Exercises: Practical exercises that provide space to practice parts of NVC

Home groups: Regular reflection groups that support participants in
everyday reflection on their learning

Journalling, integration time: Regular space for individual reflection and
summary of learning

Way of Council: Circle sharing, using the method of Council 



WHAT YOU WILL LEARN

Understanding of what Nonviolent communication is and what

are its basic principles

Self-connection and grounding even in difficult situations

(ability of orientation in ourselves, skill of recognising emotions

and needs which are present in the conversation)

Authentic self-expression (ability to express ourselves in a way

that others are willing to hear)

Empathetic approach towards others (ability of active listening,

empathetic listening)

Making clear requests (ability of finding practical steps for

putting the communication forward)

Ability to have constructive discussions about roots of other

people´s opinions and attitudes

Ability to adapt our language and expression to the level of our

communication partners



PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

Day 1: Introduction to NVC

Day 2: Empathy

Day 3: Self-expression

Day 4: Practice and training 

Day 5: Integration day

Day 6: Anchoring, NVC in different contexts

Day 7: Bigger picture and perspectives of NVC and youth work

Day 8: Evaluation and closing

We are intentionally not introducing the programme in details as the plan
might change based on the needs of the group.



THE PROJECT IS FOR YOU IF:

- you are officially a resident of the Czech Republic, Italy, Greece,

Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania, Croatia, Poland or Spain.

- you are 18+ years old

- you are able to work and communicate in English

- you work with people - i.e. as a youth worker, social worker,

trainer, facilitator, volunteer, educator

- you are facing difficult communication situations in your work and

you need new tools to handle them

- you are committed to apply what you learn after the training in

your city, team, organization in the next few months

- you are willing to actively participate during a full daily

programme

Priority is given to participants who are facing conditions that make

their participation in commercial trainings difficult or non-affordable

(i.e. unemployed, minorities, from isolated areas,..)



TRAINERS

 Adam has been involved in global education since 2010.

His specialisation were educational

programs about global issues such as international trade,

migration, conflicts etc. In 2013 he was introduced to NVC

and step by step he started using it in global education.

He finds NVC immensely useful for teaching about

controversial issues (he offers workshops on migration,

poverty, global development etc). As a trainer he likes to

create two spaces. One, where the communication flows

and it's a pleasure to work. And the other one where people

can get out of their comfort zone and grow. Adam is a

facilitator of work processes, decision making and group

learning, that are meaningful, participative and at the same

time engaging and result oriented. What intrigues him for

the last 7 years is conflict transformation, and

transformation of blocked or difficult communication

situations. He is a Candidate with CNVC (Centre for

Nonviolent Communication) under supervision of Frank

Gaschler.

Katka is a freelance youth worker, trainer, facilitator, coach

and co-founder of an NGO Brno Connected. She has 15

years experience in non-formal education and experiential

learning, both on local and international level. She has

been active as a trainer in the Erasmus+ field for 8 years,

she is part of the Czech National Agency Pool of Trainers

and she cooperates with different organisations, designing

learning programmes to their needs or facilitating their

processes. Lately she has been focusing on topics such as

communication, cooperation, team work, youth projects

and proactivity.

She got to know NVC seven years ago and has been

learning it since then, seeing it as an impactful approach,

as she believes that how we communicate with others and

with ourselves creates our reality. In the past years, she

delivered various local NVC workshops and co-designed

and co-delivered two international NVC trainings together

with Adam.

ADAM 

ČAJKA

KATKA 

MARTÍNKOVÁ



REFERENCES
We are sharing some of the references from participants of our previous international NVC trainings:

„Eye opening and meaningful“ 
 

„A good (learning) environment to get in touch
with your feelings and needs and to express

them, based on concrete exercises under the
observation of devoted trainers“ 

 
„Intense training with great learning

opportunities facilitated by excellent trainers“ 
 

“I learned the meaning of the Nonviolent
communication in theory but also in a
practical way. I learned how to show

empathy, how to communicate better, how
to express and receive appreciation, how to

cooperate. I developed better the skill of
active listening and also the right way of

expressing my feelings and my thoughts.”

“The first thing I learned was to think about
the feelings and needs of the other person

in a conflict. Before, due to my
impulsiveness, I did not stop to think about
what the other person felt or needed. Now

at least I know that I can resolve some
conflicts in a calmer way.”

 

 „Concerning my professional life my new
mediation skills have been of great help. I have
everyday situations when I practice coming out
of a conflict in a non violent way. The learning I
am working on is of giving myself empathy in

order to be whole and compassionate“ ”
 



VENUE
During the programme you will live together with other participants in a
group accommodation at the ecocentre Loutí
(http://www.ekocentrumlouti.cz/) that is situated 50 km from Prague. It is in
a remote area in nature, chosen with intention to create a calm space for
the group to focus on learning.
The accommodation is simple and cosy, you will be sharing rooms in
smaller groups of people (4 - 5); there is a shower and a toilet in each of the
rooms.

As it is an ecocentre, we want to bring sustainability into our minds when
being there - you will be taking part in light housework such as daily
cleaning, dish washing, etc. These tasks are part of a learning process in a
group environment.
As the econcentre has a specific natural cleaning system, you will be asked
to use biodegradable cosmetics (we will provide soaps, shower gels and
shampoos in each of the rooms).

There is wifi available.

We will have meals 3 times a day prepared by our cooks; smaller coffee
breaks will be available during the day. The meals will be vegetarian.

We have a no alcohol and no drugs policy during the programme and we
highly recommend to not use them at all during the whole training, with
intention to allow space for authentic connection with yourself and with the
ones around you. 

http://www.ekocentrumlouti.cz/


Friday 18th March 5 - 7 pmARRIVAL

PROGRAMME DAYS

Sunday 27th March till 11 am

We expect you to participate in the whole programme.
(It means coming later or leaving earlier is not allowed)

You are allowed to arrive or depart max. 2 days before or 2 days after the mobility.
In case you decide to use that extra time, keep in mind that it will not be supported
with food or accommodation. Should your stay be longer than extra 2 days in total,
we will not reimburse part of your travel costs.

PROJECT TIMEFRAME

DEPARTURE

19th - 26th March



COSTS AND FEES

The project is funded through Erasmus+ programme, thus

accommodation, food, materials, the programme and the travel

costs up to the maximum allowed amount are fully covered.

 

Participants´contribution is 50 € per person and you pay it upon

arrival.

We consider this as a symbolic contribution to your own learning

and it will be used to cover some of the project costs.

If you are in a situation when you can't afford to pay the

contribution, contact us after being selected and we will discuss

individual agreements.



CONDITIONS OF REIMBURSEMENT

According to the rules of the Erasmus+ programme you can get your travel costs

reimbursed up to amount stated in the table below, depending on the place you are

travelling from and its distance. If your travel costs are lower or same as this amount,

you get reimbursement of 100% of your real travel costs. If your travel costs are

higher than the maximum reimbursable amount, the difference is covered by you. 

To be eligible for reimbursement, we ask you to keep all your tickets, boarding
passes and invoices (originals). ONLY if you have the travel tickets, boarding passes
and invoices we are able to reimburse your travel costs!

The reimbursement is done usually approx. 2 - 3 months after the project, once you
send us the originals of the tickets and took part in all the phases of the project.

We will only reimburse your travel costs if you participate in the whole training, the
follow up and the evaluation after the project.



PARTNER ORGANISATIONS

COUNTRY

Czech Rep.

Italy

Greece

Romania

Spain

Bulgaria

Poland

Croatia

Hungary

NVC Brno

YOUth Connect

Youthtopia

Dreams for Life

Ara en Moviment

Smokinya Foundation

Proactive Association

Ocean Znanja

21 Days

erasmusplus@nenasilnakomunikace.org   

international@youth-connect.com

youthtopia.eu@gmail.com

romanica.bogdan@gmail.com

info@araenmoviment.org

info@smokinya.com

proaktywne@gmail.com

oceanznanja@gmail.com

21days.ngo@gmail.com

 20 €

275 €

275 €

275 €

275 €

275 €

180 €

180 €

180 €

ORGANISATION

MAX. AMOUNT

REIMBURSEDCONTACT

There are 2 - 4 places per country, in total we will be a group of 28 people. 

To participate you don´t need to be an active member of specifically those organisations,
however they are the ones that are making the selection, they have the right to give priority to
their members and you will be communicating with them on a national level.

mailto:brnoconnected@gmail.com


The participants will be selected by sending organisations, in cooperation with NVC
Brno. Keep in mind that sending organisations might have their local conditions for your
participation.
Selection is done based on the profile and motivation of applicants. We recommend you
fill in the application form carefully.

If you are accepted for the project you will receive a confirmation email with more
practical information regarding the accommodation, the exact address of the venue and
directions on how to reach it.

APPLICATION - SELECTION - CONFIRMATION

CLICK HERE 

TO APPLY

 

If you want to participate, fill in the online application form. There
is no application deadline, we are assessing applications
continuously (therefore we recommend not to hesitate with
applying). We will assess your application and inform you within
two weeks from your application whether you are selected as a
participant. We ask you to fill in the application only if you are fully
committed and available to participate in the programme.

https://forms.gle/5Wn3GRy42ALHVmWb6
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSchC_-KoKUApJpdoiPoFrXURcafd9mOhBjs-afbM4qWnEhdcg/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSchC_-KoKUApJpdoiPoFrXURcafd9mOhBjs-afbM4qWnEhdcg/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSchC_-KoKUApJpdoiPoFrXURcafd9mOhBjs-afbM4qWnEhdcg/viewform?usp=sf_link


ABOUT THE ORGANISER: NVC BRNO 

NVC Brno is a non-governmental, non-profit

organisation based in Brno, Czech Republic. 

The aim of this organisation is to bring and spread the

approach and values of Nonviolent communication

(NVC) to the Czech Republic and make it common at

schools, in families and organisations, as we believe it

is a great tool to support peaceful coexistence and

collaboration of individuals in different contexts, based

on empathic understanding. 

So far the organisation has mainly focused on local

workshops, courses and trainings of NVC, however its

members have experience in leading international

programmes.



CONTACT

NVC Brno z.s.

www.nenasilnakomunikace.org

Project coordinator and contact person: 

Katka Martinkova

Email: erasmusplus@nenasilnakomunikace.org

Phone: +420 774 129 634

This project is co-funded by the Erasmus+ programme of the European Union.

If you would like to find out more about the program, please visit

http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmusplus/


